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Dear Anita Makri,

Re: “Ecological study of socio-economic indicators and prevalence of asthma in schoolchildren in urban Brazil”, manuscript ID 1826267026125267)

Thank you very much for your email dated on 5 July 2007. We have reviewed the manuscript the made the changes following the format checklist, and as in the email:

- Abstract - Abstracts must be structured into Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions. DONE
- Abstract - Please elaborate the Background section of the abstract to place the study in the context of the current knowledge in the field, in addition to stating the aims of the research. DONE
- Title page- Please delete the word count. DELETED
- Competing interests - If there are none to declare, please write 'The authors declare that they have no competing interests'. DONE
- Authors' contributions- Please include a brief separate description of each of the author's participation in the study. DONE

Yours sincerely,
Laura Rodrigues